Postnatal development of testicular cell populations in mice
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The postnatal development of body and testis weight and the size of the testicular cell populations were studied in CBA mice up to day 52 post partum. The body weight increased from 1.3 g at day 1 to 22.5 g at day 52. Over the same interval the testis weight showed a faster increase from about 1 mg to almost 60 mg. Spermatogenesis was found to be complete by day 35. The numbers of A spermatogonia, Sertoli cells, Leydig cells, mesenchymal cells, macrophages, myoid cells, lymphatic endothelial cells, endothelial cells and perivascular cells per testis were studied from day 3 to day 50, using the disector method. The number of A spermatogonia increased from $0.2 \times 10^5$ at day 3 to $6.5 \times 10^5$ at day 21 and remained more or less constant thereafter. The Sertoli cell population increased during the first three weeks after birth to reach the adult level of approximately $18 \times 10^5$ cells per testis. In the interstitium the Leydig cells showed a sharp increase between days 11 and 31 followed by a small decrease to ultimately $9 \times 10^5$ cells per testis. The Leydig cells formed 8% of the total number of interstitial cells per testis at day 11, increasing to 30% at day 50. The number of mesenchymal cells did not change until day 36, decreasing thereafter from about $2.5 \times 10^5$ to $1 \times 10^5$ cells per testis at day 50. However, the percentage of the total number of interstitial cells that were mesenchymal cells decreased from 59% to 4%. The number of macrophages per testis increased very slowly from almost zero at day 3 to about $1 \times 10^5$ at day 28. Except for a sharp peak of $2.5 \times 10^5$ at day 31, this level was maintained. The populations of myoid cells, lymphatic endothelial cells and endothelial cells showed major increases during the third, fourth and fifth week after birth to $6.5 \times 10^5$, $3.7 \times 10^5$ and $4.5 \times 10^5$ cells per testis, respectively. The total number of perivascular cells was found to be approximately $2 \times 10^5$ and did not change significantly. These results show that the major cell populations in the mouse testis have reached their adult size by the end of the fifth week after birth. The changes in numbers per testis of the various cell types during development were found to be closely related to their proliferative activity.

Introduction

The proliferative activity of the types of testicular cell during development has been the subject of a number of studies. Most of the data on this subject have been obtained in rats and have often concerned germ cells and Sertoli cells (Sapsford, 1962; Steinberger and Steinberger, 1971; Orth, 1982; Kluin et al., 1984); only a few have dealt with the interstitial cell types (Bailie, 1961; Hardy et al., 1989). We described the proliferative activity of various types of cell in the developing mouse testis (Vergouwen et al., 1991). Spermatogenesis was found to start at the day of birth. The first A spermatogonia could be recognized at day 3 post partum and these cells were actively proliferating. The proliferative activity of Sertoli cells was high at birth and decreased up to day 17 post partum, whereafter they ceased proliferation. Leydig cells showed a relatively low proliferative activity during the first three weeks after birth; proliferative activity increased to a maximum at day 29 post partum and then decreased rapidly. The other types of interstitial cell featured a decreasing proliferative activity during the first two weeks after birth. Hereafter, the proliferation remained constant at a low level.

Little attention has been paid to the population sizes of the various types of testicular cell during postnatal development. Because the duration of the cell cycle of most cell types and the size of the initial cell populations is unknown, it is not possible to translate the observed cell proliferation into a growth rate of the various cell populations. Hardy et al. (1989) determined the total numbers of various types of interstitial cell per testis in the developing rat. The number of Leydig cells per testis was found...
to be low during the first three weeks after birth and to increase rapidly thereafter. However, the number of mesenchymal cells increased gradually up to day 28 post partum, like all other types of interstitial cell, but decreased clearly between days 28 and 56 post partum. These findings supported the hypothesis that there is a precursor–product relationship between mesenchymal cells and Leydig cells (Mancini et al., 1963; Hooker, 1970; Teerds et al., 1987).

The changes in population size of A spermatogonia, Sertoli cells and interstitial cell types were studied between days 3 and 50 post partum in mice, using a stereological method called the disector method (Sterio, 1984). This method proved to be very useful for a reliable determination of numbers of cells in the immature (Hardy et al., 1989) and mature testes (Mendis-Handagama et al., 1989; Keeney and Ewing, 1990).

Materials and Methods

Animals

Inbred mice of the CBA/P substrain were used. Animals were housed under standard laboratory conditions and food and water were provided ad libitum. The day of birth was defined as day 1 post partum. Males were killed at daily intervals up to day 31 post partum and thereafter at intervals of 3 days up to day 52 post partum. Each age group consisted of 8–14 animals. After weighing, the animals were killed by decapitation and the testes were removed and weighed. The testes of 4–5 mice at days 3, 11, 18, 21, 25, 28, 31, 35, 36, 43 and 50 post partum were prepared for histological examination.

Histology and stereology

The testes were fixed by immersion in Bouin’s fluid for at least 12 h and embedded in Technovit 7100 (Kulzer & Co., Wehrheim). One testis of each animal was sectioned completely with a 3 μm setting on the microtome. The total number of sections obtained per testis was recorded. At least five sets of two adjacent sections were taken throughout the testis with intervals of 100 sections between two sets. The sets of sections were stained using the periodic acid–Schnit (PAS) method and used for stereological analysis.

The disector method (Sterio, 1984) was used to determine the total number of cells per testis for two tubular cell types (A spermatogonia and Sertoli cells) and seven interstitial cell types (Leydig cells, macrophages, myoid cells, lymphatic endothelial cells, endothelial cells, perivascular cells and mesenchymal cells). The A spermatogonia were recognized by their location near the basal lamina and their ovoid nucleus, showing little or no heterochromatin. Often a nucleolus was visible. Sertoli cells, macrophages and perivascular cells were identified as described by Vergouwen et al. (1991). Leydig, myoid, lymphatic endothelial, endothelial and mesenchymal cells were distinguished according to the criteria described by Hardy et al. (1989). No attempt was made to distinguish between fetal and adult type Leydig cells which were present during testicular development (Mendis-Handagama et al., 1987).

The total number of cells per testis (Nt) for each type of cell was calculated by multiplication of the volume of the testis in the plastic embedded state (Vt) by the numerical density (Nv). Vt was estimated by multiplication of the total number of sections obtained from the testis by section thickness (T) and the mean area of every hundredth section obtained from the testis. Nv was calculated in the following way: Nv = (Q/AT). Here, Q is the number of unique nuclear profiles in the test area (A). Section thickness (T) was estimated by differential focusing using a ×100 oil-immersion objective and was found to be 2 μm on average.

Image analysis

A black and white CCD videocamera (MO-type High Technology Holland, Eindhoven) which was mounted on a Zeiss microscope (Zeiss, Germany) was used so that the disector method for scoring unique nuclear profiles could be applied. The video signal was sent to a personal computer (Compaq 386s) extended with a frame grabber (PCVisionplus® (Imaging Technology)). The image of an area on the first of two adjacent sections was digitized by the framegrabber and displayed on a videomonitor (Sony Triniton®). The same area located on the second serial section with the same orientation as the first area was then displayed on a second black and white videomonitor (KHi (OVM-12A) Himmelreich GmbH & Co., Swaigern). A standard image processing software package TIM® (TEA Image Manager, DIFA, Breda) running under MS-DOS® and extended with application routines was used. A rectangular panel was projected over the image of the first section which represented an area of 3750 μm² on the tissue section. For each type of cell, the number of unique nuclear profiles within this panel was counted. The nuclear profiles that fell on either the left or the upper boundaries of the panel were excluded. Nuclear profiles that touched the right or lower boundaries of the panel were included in the count, even if most of the profile fell outside the panel. A total of 60 disector areas was counted for each animal; this corresponds with a total disector volume of 450 000 μm³.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed by nonparametric analysis of variance. In the case of apparent significant differences between groups (P < 0.05), the Bonferroni t tests were applied to define the significance of the differences.

Results

Body and testis weight and tubular diameter

The body weight of mice increased gradually from 1.3 g at day 1 to 17.2 g at day 37, and more slowly thereafter to approximately 22.5 g at day 52 (Fig. 1a). The weight of the testes increased slowly from less than 1 mg at day 1 and 2 and reached a plateau of about 60 mg after day 37 (Fig. 1b).

Histology

The immersion fixation of Bouin’s fluid proved to be adequate to preserve a good morphology, even for the largest testes. On
day 3, gonocytes, at different stages of the cell cycle, indicated by the wide variation in nuclear size, were present in the centre of the seminiferous tubules. Occasionally along the basal membrane spermatogonia could be seen (Fig. 2a). No gonocytes were observed in the testis at day 11; the most advanced type of germ cell was the leptotene spermatocyte. At day 18 spermatogenesis had proceeded up to the pachytene spermatocyte. Some round spermatids could be seen in the testis at day 21 (Fig. 2b, c) and these cells were frequently found on day 25. At days 28 and 31, elongated spermatids were seen. Spermatogenesis was complete by day 35, as all stages of the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium had a full complement of germ cell generations. No apparent morphological changes occurred in the testes of older animals (Fig. 2d–f).

On day 3 the Sertoli cells showed an immature morphology (Fig. 2a). Their nuclei were droplet shaped and showed several nucleoli. By day 18, the Sertoli cells were morphologically mature, which was indicated by the appearance of the characteristic tripartite nucleolus. The number of Sertoli cells per tubular cross-section seemed to decrease after day 18 (Fig. 2b–f).

On day 3 the interstitial spaces were relatively large and predominantly filled with mesenchymal cells. Small clusters of Leydig cells were present between these mesenchymal cells (Fig. 2a). With increasing age, the number of mesenchymal cells seemed to decrease. As the diameter of the tubules increased with age the interstitial spaces appeared to decrease. From day 18 onwards, the number of Leydig cell clusters decreased, while more and more separate Leydig cells were found (Fig. 2c). From day 25 onwards the Leydig cell was the predominant cell type in the interstitium (Fig. 2d–f).

**Number of cells**

The number of A spermatogonia per testis increased significantly from $0.2 \times 10^5$ at day 3 to about $6.0 \times 10^5$ cells per testis after day 25 (Fig. 3a). The number of Sertoli cells increased sharply and significantly from $3.5 \times 10^5$ at day 3 to finally about $18 \times 10^5$ per testis (Fig. 3a). The number of Leydig cells per testis started to increase after day 11 to approximately $9 \times 10^5$ with a maximum value of almost $12 \times 10^5$ at day 31 (Fig. 3b). The number of mesenchymal cells fluctuated between about $1 \times 10^5$ and $3.5 \times 10^5$ cells per testis (Fig. 3b). The number of macrophages per testis gradually increased from almost zero to about $1 \times 10^5$ after day 3 with a significant sharp peak of more than $2.5 \times 10^5$ at day 31 (Fig. 3c). The total number of myoid cells per testis increased significantly from about $2 \times 10^5$ at day 18 to about $7 \times 10^5$ after day 30 (Fig. 3c). The lymphatic endothelial cells could be identified only from approximately day 10 onwards (Leeson and Leeson, 1963; Vergouwen et al., 1991). The number of lymphatic endothelial cells per testis increased significantly from almost $1 \times 10^5$ at day 18 to a more or less constant level of approximately $4 \times 10^5$ after day 31 (Fig. 3c). The number of endothelial cells per testis increased significantly from $0.2 \times 10^5$ at day 11 to over $5 \times 10^5$ at day 28. Thereafter, their number fluctuated at about $4.5 \times 10^5$ cells per testis (Fig. 3d). No significant changes were found in the total number of perivascular cells per testis during postnatal testicular development; there were about $2.5 \times 10^5$ (Fig. 3d).

The total number of interstitial cells per testis showed a significant increase from almost $4 \times 10^5$ on day 3 to about $35 \times 10^5$ after day 31 (Fig. 4). The relative number of Leydig cells fluctuated markedly but a significant overall increase from about 8% at day 3 to over 30% at day 50 of the total number of interstitial cells was found. At the same time, the relative number of mesenchymal cells decreased clearly from about 59% of the total number of interstitial cells on day 3 to approximately 4% on day 50. Except for the endothelial cells, which increased from about 5% to approximately 15%, the relative numbers of the other types of interstitial cell remained similar at all ages studied. Their respective average percentages of the total number of interstitial cells were: macrophages 5%; myoid cells 22.5%; lymphatic endothelium 15%; endothelium 15% and perivascular cells 8%.

**Discussion**

Using the disector method, we were able to obtain a complete overview of the postnatal development of the sizes of the populations of A spermatogonia, Sertoli cells and the various types of interstitial cell. The results indicate that the types of tubular cell studied (A spermatogonia and Sertoli cells) reach their adult population size within the first three weeks after birth. Between day 1 and day 52, an increase in testis weight was observed, which proceeded much faster (60-fold) than the increase in body weight (Fig. 1).
weight during the same period (17-fold). The slow increase in testis weight during the first two weeks after birth is probably mainly the result of the development of the first types of germinal cell. However, the rate of increase of testis weight was faster between day 15 and day 37. The major outgrowth of the interstitial cell populations started at the end of the second week after birth, which was somewhat later than that of the epithelium. Consequently, from the third up to the fifth week after birth, both the developing seminiferous epithelium and the developing interstitial contributed to the increasing testis weight. By day 35, spermatogenesis was complete. Thereafter, the gain in testis weight decreased slowly as only the developing interstitial cell population remained to increase testis weight.

The number of Sertoli cells did not change significantly after day 18. This corresponds to our earlier finding that, in CBA/P mice, the Sertoli cells cease to proliferate at approximately day 17 (Vergouwen et al., 1991). The total number of Sertoli cells per testis stabilized at $18 \times 10^5$ after day 18. Kochar and Bateman (1969) estimated the number of Sertoli cells per testis.
in adult mice of an unknown strain and reported a total of about $80 \times 10^5$ Sertoli cells per testis, which is 4.5 times the number we found in CBA/P mice. It is unlikely that interstrain differences can cause this large difference in the number of Sertoli cells. However, the number of Sertoli cells counted by Kochar and Bateman (only ten tubular cross-sections) may have been too small to estimate the number of Sertoli cells reliably. Furthermore, these authors used the volume of the fixed testis instead of that of the embedded testis, to estimate the total number of Sertoli cells per testis. As paraffin embedding will induce some shrinkage of the tissue, this may have caused an increase in the density of the Sertoli cells from the fixed to the embedded state. Consequently, this may have led to higher calculated numbers of Sertoli cells per testis.

We observed a major increase in the number of Leydig cells per testis between days 21 and 31. Thereafter, a slight decrease was observed between days 31 and 43. This increase corresponds to previous findings of an increasing proliferative activity of the Leydig cells between day 21 and day 29, followed by a sharp decrease thereafter (Vergouwen et al., 1991).

Several studies in a variety of species suggest that the population of mesenchymal cells forms the source of precursors for the adult type of Leydig cell (Mancini et al., 1963; Hooker, 1970; Lording and deKretser, 1972; Gondos et al., 1977; Van Straaten and Wensing, 1978; Wartenberg, 1981; Teerds et al., 1987; Hardy et al., 1989). Indeed, Hardy and co-workers provided evidence that the development of the population of adult-type Leydig cells takes place by differentiation from interstitial precursor cells and by the proliferation of existing Leydig cells.

In the present study, the number of mesenchymal cells per testis remained constant up to day 36, although the proliferative activity is relatively high during the first two weeks after birth (Vergouwen et al., 1991). Furthermore, after day 36, the...
number of mesenchymal cells decreased significantly, while they, although very moderately, did proliferate (Vergouwen et al., 1991). These seemingly contrasting findings can be explained by the differentiation of some mesenchymal cells into Leydig cells. When expressed as a percentage of the total number of interstitial cells, the Leydig cells increased from 8% at day 21 to 30% at day 50, while the mesenchymal cells decreased from 56 to 4%. These results are similar to those reported by Hardy et al. (1989) in rats. These authors observed a 12-fold increase in the total number of Leydig cells per testis between days 21 and 56, and an increase from 7 to about 50% of the total number of interstitial cells. Apparently, although in rats a larger increase was found in the absolute and relative number of Leydig cells, the postnatal development of the Leydig cell population in mice and rats occurs in a comparable way. Our results are in accordance with the hypothesis that the precursor cells for the Leydig cells are recruited from the mesenchymal cell population.

Limited numbers of macrophages were observed in the developing mouse testis. Except for an unexplainable peak at day 31, a total number of $1 \times 10^5$ macrophages per testis was found. This represents about 5% of the total number of interstitial cells per testis. There are conflicting reports on the number of macrophages in immature animals. In rats, Hardy et al. (1989) found that the number of macrophages between days 21 and 28 was over 5% of the total number of interstitial cells. However, Themmen et al. (1987) could not detect any macrophages in isolated interstitial cells from rats at 21–24 days of age. However, macrophages are numerous in the testis of the adult rats (Niemi et al., 1986; Themmen et al., 1987) and mice (Hume et al., 1984), representing about 20% of the total number of interstitial cells. We conclude that, at least in mice, the major outgrowth of the population of macrophages occurs after puberty.

The populations of myoid cells, lymphatic endothelial cells, endothelial cells and perivascular cells appear to develop in a similar way in both mice and rats (Hardy et al., 1989), except for the fact that the major increase in the number per testis occurs somewhat earlier in mice than in rats (day 18 and day 21, respectively). However, this is not surprising, as testicular development in mice is known to start a few days earlier than in rats (Sapsford, 1962). After birth, the myoid cells show a decreasing proliferative activity up to day 14. Thereafter, they continue to proliferate at a constant but low level (Vergouwen et al., 1991). However, we observed the largest increase in the number of myoid cells per testis between day 18 and day 30. Furthermore, the lymphatic endothelial cells can be distinguished only from about day 10 onwards (Leeson and Leeson, 1963; Ross, 1967) showing a very low proliferative activity (Vergouwen et al., 1991). Again, a major increase in the number of lymphatic endothelial cells per testis occurred between day 18 and day 30. The exact nature of these increases in the numbers of myoid cells and lymphatic endothelial cells, which is correlated with a low proliferative activity, remains unclear. It may be explained by differentiation of mesenchymal cells into these cell types in a similar way to that of the Leydig cells. Further studies are necessary to investigate this hypothesis.

The number of perivascular cells per testis remained constant during development which corresponds to their low level of proliferative activity after birth (Vergouwen et al., 1991). The number of endothelial cells significantly increased between day 11 and day 28. These cells show a more or less constant proliferative activity after birth (Vergouwen et al., 1991) at a level which is somewhat higher than that of the other interstitial cells. This level of proliferative activity is probably enough to account for the observed increase in the number of endothelial cells per testis.

The present results provide an overview of the postnatal development of the populations of A spermatagonia, Sertoli cells and the various interstitial cell types. Our data show that the maturation of the tubular cell population precedes that of the interstitial cell populations by about one week and that the development of most of the cell populations can be explained by their proliferative activity during development. Furthermore, they support the hypothesis that Leydig cell precursors are recruited from the mesenchymal cells.
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